
 

 

Training Videos and FAQ’s regarding MIAA 

Wrestling Season data entry to FloArena 
 

Updated 11/6/22 
 

Training Videos: 

 Creating a new account : https://youtu.be/JLC9pD9rGaM 

 Logging in to Coach’s Dashboard : https://youtu.be/w_O5gSpwYr0 

 Changing Password : https://youtu.be/9IJWx4xtPFQ 

 Managing Access to Team : https://youtu.be/kIWwRvNHaQ4 

 Managing Team Rosters : https://youtu.be/2twETBMK-eE 

 Athletic Director Assessor – Min Weight Certification : 

https://youtu.be/FVUSr_ocTIM 

 Managing Results Emails : https://youtu.be/qoJW03JCCrg 

 Entering Weights : https://youtu.be/0HeMVMk4cp0 

 Creating Events : https://youtu.be/Ap7SlLs1F_g 

 Removing Events : https://youtu.be/NGtDk0Ee6f4 

 Entering Results : https://youtu.be/BQjoPRx_05I 

 Reports : https://youtu.be/Cb4hmryCiJ0 

 Looking at Dual Results : https://youtu.be/YWJBtX7D5bw 

 Using Live Scorer : https://youtu.be/KSuadYA3GNg 

 Using Live Scorer for duals : coming soon 
 

1) Why enter the schedule now? 

There is a built-in email system that will notify each team when they 

have been added to an event in addition to that event appearing in their 

calendar. This will aid Athletic Directors and coaches in finalizing their 

team schedules. 

2) Who will be responsible to enter matches? 

 The responsibility to enter match results will lie with the home team (for 

tri and quad meets this will be defined by the host school). 

 Both Home and visiting teams can edit the data of a dual meet.  

 For tournaments/duals that are run with FloArena results for all teams 

will automatically go into the system and no additional work will be 

required for coaches. For tournaments that are not run using the 

system, each team will be required to enter the results for their team. 

 In Tri Meets and Quad Meets. 

o Host Team will create all duals for the Quad or Tri meet (New) 

o For duals they are not on, click the minus next to their team 

name and select the two teams who are competing in the dual. It 

will show on all 3 teams calendars but only the teams competing 

will have the ability to enter results. The Host is NOT responsible 

to enter dual results that their team is not involved in. 

 Dual Meet Tournaments. 

o If the host is not going to operate the tournament using Arena 

software we recommend that the host create a dual between 

them and each team in the tournament so that everyone has the 

event on their schedule. On the day of the event one of the two 

teams competing in each match should create the dual and score 

it. If they do not then they should be created after the event. 

There should be one dual for every dual that is competed. 
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3) Who will be responsible to enter weigh-in data? 

 Each team will be responsible to enter their wrestler’s weights in to the 

system for each weigh-in. 

 If coaches select wrestlers before the event, an electronic weigh-in sheet 

can be printed from the event website  

 ONLY ONE WEIGH-IN PER DAY OF COMPETITION 

4) For duals, matches beginning after 3:00pm will get an additional +2lbs. 

 Enter the weight that the athlete made weight with. 

5) What are Target WT, Min WT, Max WT and why are they on the form? 

 All 3 of these values for this season will read the minimum weight class 

of the athlete. Currently the MIAA is using a system has more features 

then the MIAA uses and us such some values do not have meaning for 

our competitions. 

 We have received requests to make the target weight be the weight 

class for competition expected for that day and we will be looking into 

that. 

6) How long do we have to enter results after the match is complete? 

Coaches will have 96 hours after the conclusion of the event to enter 

results. Results emails can be sent to local media and other team 

contacts. 

7) How will Dual meet results be entered? 

 Results can be entered and edited via a web interface, which can be 

done during or after the dual meet. 

 Result will also be able to be entered using a mat side scoring software.  

To do this all rosters must be in Flo and then the dual can be 

downloaded into the LiveScoring software that is available on 

FloWrestling – http://Bit.ly/floarena  

(chromebooks are not supported for this feature, only mac and windows) 

8) What if results are entered incorrectly? 

Both teams can edit data, if errors are found after the results entry 

deadline, the MIAA and Kapwrestling will be able to support Athletic 

Directors and coaches in fixing errors. 

9) Can someone else enter results for coaches?  

Team Managers can be given access to the team to enable others to be 

able to enter results. Only team admins can edit and or enter results for 

a given team. 

10) Who will be admins for teams? 

An MIAA representative, the Athletic Director for each team, Head coach 

of a team, and additional people that team admins allow access. 

11) Who can be an Assessor for Min Weight Certifications? 

The Athletic Director for each team is responsible to enter the min 

weight certification data into the Members only AND Flo Arena. If they 

wish to delegate the assessor role to another representative they must 

inform the MIAA Wrestling Liason in email/writing of this request. Please 

include the arena email account of the person who will need this access. 

12)  The weight column matches the min weight and I don’t see actual 

weight on the assessor? 

Currently the “weight” column will match the min weight column. This is 

not an error and is expected. If you want to double check the actual 

weight you can click on the athletes name and you’ll see the actual 

weight from the min weight certification. You can also run the weight 

report and will see the actual weight data. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

13) Will there be training? 

 A virtual training workshop is being held on November 16, 2022 from 

6:30-8:00pm. Click here to view the flyer.  

 Training videos are linked at the top of this document.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

https://miaa.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/MIAA-FloArena-Training-2022.pdf
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